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  NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE PULSE APPARATUS
                                                                        '
                                    BY

     Tsuneo gASIII, Akira IilRAI, Masahumi SASAIil ancl Takao KAWAI

                             (Received Jt{ne 1, 1959)

                                 ABSTRACT

        A detailed description of the nuclear magnetic resonance pulse apparatus in our
     laboratory is given. This apparatus is intended for measuring the spin-lattice relaxa-

    tion time of proton in high polymer between 10 msec and 1,OOO msec.

1. Introduction

    The nuclear magnetic resonance method has been used to give valuable informa-

tions about microscopi'c states ancl dynamical characters of many substances (1).

Recently, the importance of informations about the spin-lattice relaxation time (Ti)

has increased, particularly for high polymers, since the data obtained from nuclear

magnetic resonance line width or 12ne shape alone are not sufficient for full under-

stancling of the internal motion in high polymer. '
    The saturation method (2), which has been most frequently used for the measure-

ment of Ti of high polymer, requires knowledge about the spin-spin relaxatien time

(T2) and the magnetic rf field intensity (Hi). This method is rather complicated

and there are f"rther inconveniences caused by some anomalous phenomena associated

with increasing magnetic rf field. intensity (3, 4), particularly in solid. The pulse

method (5) is relatively simple and direct. Thus, we have constructed a pulse

apparatus for the purpose of measuring Ti of proton ln high polymer. This apparatus

has beeR successfully operated except for samples in the rigid state which have broad

lines and require, for measurement, extremely intense and narrow rf p"lse and short

receiver recovery time not realized in the present apparatus. This situation, however,

is not serious for our present purpose, since the most interesting phenomena to be

investigated for high polymers are about the internal motion and therefore the

samples concerned are not 2n the rigid state.

    ReceBtly, a few articles have already appeared abottt the nucle.nr magnetic

resonaRce pulse apparatus (6, 7). Still we feel it worth-while to report and discuss

about our apparatus, because lt is more convenient for measuring Ti from 10 to 1,OeO

msec than other apparatus already reported, and in addition, it is diMcult, in our
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country, to use even sorne of the commercial devices described in the above articles,

such as Tektronix Pulse Generator.

2. Censtruction of apparatus

    The diagram of the whole apparatus is given in Fig. 1. We have adopted 900-900

pulse method for its simplicity of both constrttction and adjustment. The pulse train

method is also applicable but was not adopted because of its critical dependence upon

the 900 pulse setting. The T, of proton in high polyrner is relatively long, so we

have measured the pulse interval with a frequency counter consisting of a standard
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                                          Sample
                                           coi!

                   Fig. 1. Block diagram

audio frequency osci}lator, a bistable multivibrator, a gate and

oÅí the present apparatus are all of standard type as used

apparatus. Our measuremeRts have been done at 25 Mc/sec
Each unit is described in delail in the following.

  (1) Basic trigger ge}ierator

    This unit determines repetition interval (the interval

The repetition interval should be very long compared with

repetition interval, the easier the meastirement. In our

interval has been chosen between O.5 and 5 sec. That the

enough has been ascertained by checking that the signal
first pulse (yi) does not become larger for longer

basic triggers, a frequency dividing unit and a decatron

The block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

undesired components of the output from the decatron,

a desirecl large pulse, a long tail followlng and nine small

of the frequency dividing

(8) is shown in Fig. 3.

Cryostat

of the whele apparatus.

decatrons. Other

in the ordinary
and about 6,OOO

 units

 pulse

gauss.

                              between basic triggers).
                              Ti, whi}e the shorter the

                            measurement the repetition
                             repetitlon interval is long

                              amplitude just after the

                        repetition iRterva}. To obtain

                               system were employed.
            Last three sections are inserted for eliminating

                          whose wave form consists of
                           pu}ses. The circuit diagram
unit consisting of a catliode coupled monostable multivibrcator '
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  (2) Delay l
    This is also a cathode coupled monostable multivibrator as in Fig. 3. This unit

determines the pulse interval T, which is the interval between the first and the second

triggers and is measured by the pulse interval measuring unit.
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    In this unit, the first and the second triggers are mixed. They are desired to

have the same waveform. For this reason, the last section in the basic trigger
generator (Fig. 2) is inserted. The circuit diagram is shewn in Fig. 4.

  (4) Delay ll
    This unit serves the signal being located at a desired position oii the synchroscope

screen. The circuit diagram is the same as in Fig. 3.

  (5) Pulser
    This unit is triggered by the output of Delay II and creates a rectangular Nvave-

form whose width (t,.) is controllable so as to be rH,t,.=rr/2 for 900 pulse. In our

Case, tw was about 5Ltsec for 900 pulse. We have used a cathode coupled nionostable

multivibrator, though a more excellent circuit, such as plate coupled multivibrator

with piate catching diode (9), woulcl be desirable.

  (6) Pulsed oscillator

    A contimious rf oscillation and pulse modulation system (7) would be desirable
fer the frequency stability and the rf pulse wave shape. But it is very dithcult to

avoid the rf power leakage during off-time and this leakage makes beat with the
nuclear signal, so we have adopted a puised oscillation system. This unit is essentially

the same a.s that of E. L. Halm (5). Care must be taken so that both the rf field
intensity and the pulse width sliould not be modu}ated by heater httm voltage.

  (7) Pulsed rf amPlifier

    This unit is inserted for obtaining a large rf mcftgnetic field Hi, which should

be severcal times larger than the resonance line width dHii2. In our apparatus, Hi

was about 15 gauss, which was limited not by the available power fyom power tube 813

but by rf ptilse wave shape. We have lowered the "Q" of the sample coil to preserve

good wave shape at the expense of rf field intensity. It is also desirable to set the

rf amplifier, the sample coil, and the cascode signal amplifier in one chasis for

avoiding the capacitive coaxial cable connections. The circuit diagvam of this unit

together with the sample coil is shown in Fig. 5.
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  (8) Cascode signal amPlifier

    This unit serves for improving the overall S-N ratio, and is of original Wallman
type (10). '])he circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

  (9) rf signal amPlifier and detector

    This unit is essentially of the standard type (IX) with some modlfications in the

input stage. The circuit diagram of this unit is shown in Fig. 6. We have adopted

the straight amplification system (gain 90 db, btand-wrdth 4 Mc/sec, receiver recovery

time about 10ptsec). But a superheterodyne system would be convenient in the

 f,.. 6J4 6A U6 6A L]6 6A Ui6 6Al6 t' 6AQ8 -l}6AQ8

C"ifii,'i,,,,,,i :-,,iSl,,T.:ltl()rx8:'li;scss/2"ne:'IliP

                    Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of rf signal amplifier.

variable rf frequency measurement. If the Eynchroscope hcas a geocl frequency
characteristics up to about 30 Mc/sec, it is desirable to omlt the detector to shorten

the recovery time.

  (10) SynchroscoPe
    This is a commerclal procluct. In our measurement, tlie sig.nal cappears on screen

only once per several seconds, so a long persistent cathocie ray tul)e or a memoriscope

(recently commercialized) would be convenieRtly used.

  (11) Pulse interval measuring unit
    The block dicftgram of this unit is shown in Fig. 7. 'I{'he audiofrequency oscillator

is a commercial variable audio frequency oscillator, which is suthcient for our present

purpose. For more accurate ineasurement, the crystal oscillator and frequency dividing

system should be used. Tl]e circuit diagrain of the bistable multivibrator (12) and

      L Bistable tr
                                                 --tfsetw---..m--                   multivibrator

-:z$---

--- ---
r-- ptorK r)K

7f)

IK
e,ooriiTE

-t`

thtr

iil(<o.uts;"•,===:--

'v'

?ap,

                               '--))--------                                                            becatrons

                    Variable r'-
                    audio freq.
                    oscillator
                               wwrwgAv--
               Fig. 7. Block diagram of pulse interval measuring unit.

the gate (13) is shown in Fig. 8. It may happen, however, that the decatrons begin

counting the interval between the second and the next first triggers instead of the
desired pulse interval. The switch in the diag. ram serves to change the measgring
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from the unclesired interval to the desired
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              Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of bistable

  (12) Magnet
    The diaineter of pole piece is 12cm. The pole gap is 3.6cm. The current
required for 6,OOe gauss is about 500mA. The fieid homogeneity is sgch that the
free induction decay signal lasts about 500ptsec for narrow lines, which was con-

venient for adjustment and measurernent.

  (13) Magnet Power suPPIy
    This is essentially the sarne as th.at of Ii. L. Anderson (14). One measurement
requires about i5 minutes, at least cluring which the clc inagnetic field intensity (FIo)

must ]" L- stable.

  (14) Cryostat

    A gas flow cryostat (15) has been used. The constancy of our app`Rrcnttts-was

not so good, and about -J-10C. We cftre now planning some improvements.

E. Preeedures

    (1) The dc rr}agnetic fieid iiktensity JIo is a(ljustecl for exact resonance, searching

for the mcaximum of the slgnai after the first pulse for a small pulse width t..

    (2) Then, the pulse width is graclually expanded so as tQ satisfy 900 pulse
condition, ut'ilizing that the signal after the second pulse sheul.d be zero 'for a small

pulse interval (Delay I>, and 900-900 pulse condition (see Fig. 9 (a') .). In Fig. 9 (a), the

synchroscope trigger selector is set at 1(in Fig. 1) and the synchroscope sweep speecl

is relatively low. With the trigger selector set at 3 (in Fig. 1) and the sweep speed

increased, and otherwise on the same condition, the screen pattern is like Fig. 9(b).

    (3) Then the pulse interval is gradually expan.ded by changing R and C iR
Delay I, and calibrated by the ptdse intervai measuring unit (see Fig. 10). 'lrhe
(lifference between the signal after the first pulse y, and that after the second pulse

(y2) is plotted against the puise interval T on semi-logarithnn.ic section paper. The

siope of the plotted }ine, when straight, gives T, (see Fig. 11i.
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Fig. 9.

Sample :

     (a) (b)Synchroscope screen pattern for 900-900 pulse
second nuclear signal disappearing,
PMA, Ternperature : 340C, Repetition interval ;

Resonance frequency : yo=25 Mclsec,
Pulse width: t,.==71xsec,
(a) Synchroscope trigger selector set at 1,
    Sweep rate : 200ixseclcm,
(b) Synchroscope trigger selector set at 3,
    Sweep rate: 50psec/cm.

setting,

2.2 sec,

First    (a) (b) (c)pulse and nuclear Second pulse and nuclear First and second pulses
  signal signal nuclear signals
        Fig. 10. Synchroscope screen patterns for measuring Ti,
     Sample: PMA, Temperature: 340C, Repetition interval: 2.2 sec,
                Resonance frequency : vo=25 Mc/sec,
                Pulse width: t,,=7ptsec,
     Sweep rate ; 50Asec/cm, Pulse interval : T=140 msec,
                (a) Synchroscope trigger selector set at 1,
                (b) Synchroscope trigger selector set at 2,
            ' (c) Synchroscope trigger selector set at 3.

and

cm
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Fig. 11.
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    The error of our measurement of T, is within about !O per cent. It would come

mainly from the reading error of the signal amplitude on the synchroscope screen.
The failure in adjustment of 900-900 pulse condition and the fluctuations in the shape

and width ef the pulsed rf magnetic field cause also error, particularly ln case of

narrow intense pulse$.

    As mentioned in Introduction, the mest important points for improvement to
make the apparatus app}icable to the sample in rigid state are to have a narrow
intense rf puise of good wave shape, and to have a short receiver recovery timae.
Both are very dithcttlt to attain, though some efforts have been done (6, 7, 16, 17, 18).

The present apparatus, hovLrever, is suMcier.t for investigating the internal motion in

high polymer. The full data obtained by the present apparatus wiil be published later.
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